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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
--;-
Metric English 
Symbol 
Abbrevia- Abbrevia-Unit tion Unit tion 
Length _______ l meter __________________ m foot (or mile) _________ ft. (or mi.) Time _________ t second _________________ s second (or hour) _______ sec. (or hr.) Force ________ _ F weight of 1 kilogram _____ kg weight of 1 pound _____ lb. 
Power ________ P horsepower (metric) ______ 
----------
horsepower ___________ hp. 
Speed _________ V {kilometers per hour ______ k.p.h. miles per hour ________ m.p.h. meters per second _______ m.p.s. feet per second ________ f.p.s. 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS • 
Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity = 9.80665 
m/s2 or 32.1740 ft./sec. 2 
Mass- W 
g 
Moment of inertia = mk2• (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Coefficient of viscosity 
JI, Kinematic viscosity 
p, Density (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg_m-4_s2 at 
15° C. and 760 mm; or 0.002378 Ib.-ft.-4 sec.2 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/m3 or 
0.07651 lb./cu.ft. 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Chord 
Aspect. ratio 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressure -~P V2 
Lift, absolute coefficient OL=:S 
Drag, absolute coefficient On - ::s 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient On. -~S 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient On/ = ~S 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient On - DS7> 
• q 
Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient Oc- q~ 
Resultant force 
i lll , 
iI, 
Q, 
n, 
VZ 
p- ' 
J.l 
Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust 
line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds Number, where l is a linear dimension 
(e.g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 
m.p.h. normal pressure at 15° C., the cor-
responding number is 234,000; or for a model 
of 10 cm chord, 40 m.p.s. the corresponding 
number is 274,000) 
Center-of-pressure coefficient (ratio of distance 
of c.p. from leading edge to chord length) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induoed 
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero-
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
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SUMMA RY 
TY7)ical models and the te ting technique used in the 
N. A. C. A. jree- pinning wind tunnel are de cribed in 
detail. The tesults oj te t oj two models afford a com-
pw·ison between the pinning characteristics oj scale 
models in the tunnel and oj the airplanes that they 
repre ent. 
The models are built oj bal a wood and balla ted with 
lead to the proper mas distribution. A clockwork de-
layed-action mechanism is mounted in the model to move 
the control surjace during the spin. 
I n teady-spin te ts, ob ervations are made oj the rate oj 
rotation and oj the air speed necessw'y to hold the model at 
te t height. IVloving-picture records are taken jrom which 
the pinning attitudes are obtained. I n recovery tests, 
moving-pictul·e records are taken oj the model jrom the 
in tant the controls move until recovery i effected or 
jailure to recover is definite. 
The models oj the XN2 Y - 1 and F 4B- 2 ail'planes gave 
good approximation to the spinning characteristic oj the 
airplanes, in both teady pins and recoveries. Since 
the e models were scaled from omewhat imilar biplanes, 
no conclusion are drawn a to the reliabilit y oj model 
re ults in general. 
I T RODUCTION 
Although the problem of the pin has been the object 
of a great deal of re earch , airplanes of recent design 
are occa ionaliy found to have unde irable pinnin<Y 
characteri tics. The prevalence of this condition i the 
result of a combination of fllctor that may be um-
marized a follows: A very great amount of experi-
mental work i nece sary before spinning character-
i tic can be accurately predicted by analysis; and 
rl e igners are unwilling to <Yo, po sibly unnecessarily, to 
extreme mea ures to insure good pinning charac-
Leri tic. Con equently, it ha become very de irable 
to levelop a method of determining the spinning 
characteri tics of an airplane while it i in the design 
tage. 
About 10 years ago members of the N. A. . A. 
laboratory taff tudied mean of improving the pin-
lling characteristics of two airplane by noting the 
behavior of dynamic scale model when launched in 
pin from th e top of a balloon shed. (See reference 1. ) 
Al though the method howed promi e, it wa a ban-
doned because of the diffi culty of making ati factory 
te t with the short fre drop available (1 05 feet) . 
There was also con iderable doubt at the time con-
cerning the fidelity with which cale model indicated 
full- cale behavior. 
This method of studyin<Y spinning wa adopted by 
re earch workers in England, who obtained a great 
deal of interesting and valuable information (reference 
2). They likewise were hampered by the limited free 
drop available and, in an efrort to avoid this restric-
tion, built a mall vertical wind tunnel in which it wa 
po ibl e to cau e models to continue spinning for long 
periods of time without re t raint other than that of 
the air . The mod I tunnel howed such promi e that 
a 12-foot-diameter vertical tunnel was built for testing 
model of ufficient ize for practical re ult (reference 
3). This tunnel ha been in operation ince 1932. 
The J . A. C. A., realizing the need of a atisfactory 
m thod of predicting spinning behavior and aware of 
the value of the re ults of the tests in the British free-
pinning tunnel, constru cted th e tunnel, tLe operation 
of which ide, cribed in thi report . The tunnel i 
expected to provide American designer with a r eady 
means of determining whether change are neces ary 
in their airplane de ign without the expen e and 
danger of full-scale :flight test and the expen e and 
del ay incident to changes u,fter construction. 
The tunnel wa completed in September 1934. 
Alterations to improve the air flow, velocity and tur-
bulence surveys, and a calibration of the air- peed 
indicator were completed in 1arch 1935. The fir t 
spin tests were made in April 1935. large number 
of te t , both of teady pin and of recoverie , have 
be n made to obtain data from which compari on 
can be made between the pinning behavior of the 
X 2Y- 1 and the F4B- 2 airplanes (reference 4 and 5) 
and cale model of them. These tests served a a 
cali bra tion of the tunnel and the result are therefore 
inc.luded in thi report. 
1 
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DESCRIPTION OF MODEL 
Dimensional characteristics.- The models u cd arc 
gcnerally }\o to }\6 calc. (Sec fig. l. ) The size of 
the models is limited by the wina span and the wing 
loading. The maximum span allowable is about 36 
inches; the maximum wing loading is about l.3 pounds 
per quare foot. ince the model wing loading mllst 
bc equal to the airplane wing loading multiplied by the 
scale ratio (reference 6), ] .3 pounds pCI' quare foot 
corresponds to 13 pounds per square foot for the air-
plane when the model is 7\0 "cale or 21 pound pel' 
sq uare foot wh en the model is }\6 cale. 
Balsa \\'ood is the usual structural material because 
of its low dcn ity. It is necessary to hollow out the 
FIGL'HE I. Typieulmoocls used in the rree-spinning Lunnel. 
after portion of the fuselage and to Cll t out a large 
portion of the wood in the wings to permit propel' ma s 
distribu tion. The wing cut-outs arc co vcred wi th 
;:: ilk tissue p,1pe1' . Thc Icading and trailing cdge and 
tips of the wings a rc fi tted with trips of prllCC, 
pa ttem pine, or bamboo in et into the edge of the 
balsa to p1'c" cn t d isfi g llrcmen t from accidcntal blows 
0 1' from st riking thc sa fcty netting. Lcad is u ed for 
ballast. 
Exact scale models arc very expensive. Furthcr-
morc, i t is impracticable to attempt to maintain an 
extreme degree of dimensional accuracy in models that 
must be built of balsa wood and be subjected to the 
rather rough treatment incidental to free-spinning 
te ts. Consequen tly, tolerances somewhat larger than 
normal in model con truction are permitted. T oler-
ance that appear to be atisfactory are ± O. 01 in h 
on wing- and tail- urface profile, ± O. 02 inch on all 
other dimensions under 6 inches, and ± O. 03 inch on 
all other dimen ion over 6 inche. Angular relation-
ships are held to ± 0.5°. D etails of fitting, air coop, 
propeller , and other protuberance are omitted. 
The fuselage, tail surfaces, and landing gear are 
finished with clear shellac, sanded mooth. The wing 
are finished with clear shellac or with wax, depending on 
whether difftculty is encountered in keeping the wing 
su fficiently ligh t for the required ma s distribution. 
Mass characteristics .- i\lodels to be u ed for free-
pinnina te t must be caled from the airplane in ma 
distribution as well as in dinlen ional characteristic. 
In order to preselTe dynamic sinlilarity the weight of 
the model must be that of th e airplane m ultiplied by 
the scale ratio to the third lower, the center of gravity 
must be in the same relative location as in the airp lane, 
and the moments of inertia mu t be tho e of the air-
plane mult iplied by the scale ratio to the fifth power. 
Values of weight and moment of inertia are corre ted 
[or the difl'erence between the air density in the tunnel 
and the den ity at the alti tude at which the full-scale 
tests have been or are expected to be made. 
The weight, the center-of-gravity location, and the 
moment of inertia are ad ju ted to the proper values 
by suitably di poscd lead weigh ts. The center-of-
grayity location i determined by suspending the model 
by a thread in t ll'O or more attitudes and determining 
the point of in tersection of vertical lines passing through 
the point of upport. 
The distribution of mass is determined by swinging 
the model as part of a com po und pendulum and timing 
the 0 cillations. A knif -edge mounted in a vacuum 
chamber ( ee fig. 2) ervc a upport for the pendulum. 
The moments of inertia are determined in thi manner 
about the X, Y, and Z axes of the model and al 0 about 
an axis in the plane of ymmetry at 45° to the X and 
Z axes. In the cases of airplanes of which the fu11-
scale moments of inertia have been determined by 
swinging te t , the model i swung in air at sea-level 
density and its moment of inertia so determined are 
brought into proper scale relationship with the vir tual 
moments of inertia of the airplane (reference 7). In 
the case of other model the true moment of iner tia 
are determined by winging the model at several 
reduced air densitie and extrapolating the plot of 
moment of inertia aaainst density to zero den i ty. 
The true moment of iner tia so determined are brought 
into proper scale relation hip with the calculated true 
moments of inertia of the airplane. 
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The accuracy of the mean of measurement i uch 
that the quantities can be determined within the 
following limits: 
\ \Teigh L _______________ ______ _____ _________ ± O. 1 percent. 
Center-of-gravity locaLion ___________ _________ ± O. 01 inch. 
l\IomenL of inertia _______________ _ ± 3 pCl·ceni. 
B cause of the effects of humidity upon the weight 
and ma di tribution and the difficulty often encoun-
tered in placing ball ast to give exactly the desired 
value, the mas quantities are not kept within the 
limit of accuracy of the measurements, but are held 
to the de ired value within the following limit: 
\Y eig h L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ± 1 percen t. 
Center-of-gra\'ity locat ion _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ± 1 percent of chord. 
l\Iomcnts of inert ia _______ _______ _ ± 5 P rcent. 
Automatic-control mechanism.- In order that the 
behavior of model during recovery from the pin may 
be tudied, a clockwork mechanism has been developed 
for moving the control surface while the model is 
pinning. This mechani m con ists es entially of a 
watch prinO', gear, and an escapement mecbani m 
that drive a movable table. The table, in turn, carries 
mall projecting plugs tha t actuate cam mechani ms 
and permit the control surfaces to be moved by sprinO's. 
Three sct of cam mechanisms and related part are 
providcd 0 that each of tlU'ee control can be moved 
independently of the other two. The control surfaces 
can be cau ed to move either lowly or quickly and in 
any order de ired with interval betvleen the move-
ment of different control as great a one-halI minute 
by disposing the projecting plug uitably in the 
movable table. 
The mechani m i connected to the control surfaces 
by thread that tran mit the movement. In order 
that ob ervers may know the exact instant of move-
ment of the control urface a mall paper disk is 
clamped lightly to the side of the fu elage and con-
nected to the control horn by a tlU'ead. :Movement 
of the control horn pulls the paper di k free and it 
trails behind the spinning model. 
TESTI G TE H IQ E 
Launching the model.- At the beginning of a tesL 
the model is mounted upon a launching pinelle about 
the axis of which it i free to rotate. Thi spindle is 
on the end of a wooden rod and i held in the enter 
of the tunnel by one of the operators standing in the 
observation chamber. With the spindle vertical the 
attitude of the model i uch that the fu elaO'e axi i 
approximately 35° to the horizontal, nose down, and 
the wings are 10° to the horizontal wi.th the left wing 
tip the lower (for a right pin) . When the model is in 
thi attitude, air flowing upward tlU'ough the tunnel 
cau e it to rotate fairly rapidly. The air speed is 
increa ed by a second operator until the air force on 
the model is equal to its weight. The model then 
automatically disengages itself from the pindle and 
continues to float in the air tream entirely free of 
mechanical restraint. The launching pinelle is un-
mediately withdra,vn from the tunnel. The air peed 
is adjusted until it just equals the rate of de cent the 
model would have in till air and tbe model i at 
approA"imately eye level in the test ection. 
Steady spins .- With the model pinning steadily in 
the tunnel, observation are made of the air speed and 
rate of rotation; the air speed is taken from a calibrated 
tachometer and the rate of rotation i determined by 
noting with a stop wat h tbe time required for 50 turn 
in the pin. Moving pictures .. He taken of the spinning 
FIGU RE 2.-Modcl-swinging gear . 
model for a permanent record of it pinning attitude 
and any oscillatory tendencie or unsteadines. The 
picture are taken on 16 mm film at the rate of 64 pel' 
second. About 10 turn of the spin are photographed. 
ftel' the ob ervations have been made, the model 
i lowered into a net held in the air tream by one of 
the operators or into a large bowl-shaped net at the 
bo tom of the test ection. When lowered into the 
larO'e net, the model i retrieved with a long-hanelled 
clamp. 
Recoveries.- When making recovery te t , the clock-
work mechanism is wound, et to operate the controls 
after a time interval of approximately 1 minute, and 
tarted before the model is launched. The model is 
then launched as previously de cribed. About 2 
seconds before the controls are to move, th camera i 
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started and pi cture arc taken con tinuou ly at th e 
rate of 16 per second until t be model h as dived into th e 
netting or h a defini tely establish ed a n ew spinning 
con lition. For comparison witI) the camera records, 
onc of th e operators e timates the number of t urn s 
from the time th e control operate un til the spin 
ceases. At least two, and frequently more, of th ese 
recovery tests ar c made for each test condi tion. 
The first recoyery for each test condition is m ade wi th 
thf' model well down in the bowl-sbaped net to deter-
mine whether the model tends to go immediately in to a 
tailed glide, carrying it rapidly toward th e side of th e 
tunn el, or whether it goe into a nearly vertical dive. 
One or two r ecoveries cau tiollsly made in this manner 
prevent unn eces ary damage to th e model. ' iVhen t be 
typ ical behavior of th e model for th e particular test 
condi tion h as been determined, the model is all owed to 
start recovery as high in th e test ection a th e tri al 
tests h aye indicated to be safe. 
Reduction of data.- Tbe data from a teady- pin 
te t consist of th e film record (fig. 3), th e air speed, 
and the rate of rotation. The angles of the fu selage 
(X ) axi and the pan (1) axis to th e horizon tal are 
meas ured on th e film using a film-viewing machine 
provided with a cross hair and a protractor. TI le 
intersection of the fu selage axis with th e n o e and 
tail are used as reference poin ts in determining th e 
fuselaO"e-axi angle; corresponding poin t on the wing 
tips, which define a line parallel to the pan axi , 
serve as reference poin t in determil1ing th e span-axis 
angle. Experience h a h own that the angle can be 
readily obtained to ,,"i thin ± 1 ° by this method. TIl e 
angles so measured arc designated as 8 and c/>, re pec-
ti,"ely, where 8 i the angle of the fu selage axi to th e 
horizontal, negative wh en th e model is inclined nose 
downward; and c/> is th e angle of the span axis to th e 
horizontal, posit,ive wh en the left ""ing is high er than 
the right. 
The radius of the spin is calcula ted from the ra te 
of rotation and the yalue of 8 on the assump tion that 
the r e ultant aerodynamic force on th e model is 
perpendicular to the X and Yaxe. That thi a ump-
tion is clo e to the true condition h as been found to 
be the case with th e N . A. C. A. pinning balance 
(rereren e ). On this ba is th e radius is determin ed 
a in r eference \) by the relationship, 
R d· _ 9 tan (-8) a .lU - \12 
where g is the acceleration o[ gra \rity. 
\1, th e rate of rotation in radians per econd. In 
a number of case o[ full- calc data thi approximate 
eq uation h as been found to give the true radiu to 
within ± 10 percen t, except for unusually large angles 
of sid eslip. For most ca es it is within ± 3 percent 
of the true value. 
The angle of ideslip in the pin is determined from 
the relationship 
where f3 is the angle of sideslip equal to th e in- 1 v jV. 
(J, the h elix angle equal to th e sin- 1 \1 radius/V. 
Thi relationship is true to within W or less for pin-
ning attitudes. 
The angle of attack i determined from the relation-
ship 
ex=900 - ( -8) 
Thi equation is an approximation, giving value of ex 
from 1 ° to 2° hiO"h r than the true value for ordinary 
spinning atti tude . Thi di crepancy increa es with th e 
deviation of the wings from the horizontal, computed 
yalue being a much a 5° or 6° too high with large 
amounts (15° to 20° ) of inward side lip , and 3° to 4° 
too low ,,-ith large amounts of outward ide lip . 
The data from a recoyery te t consist of fi lm record 
of one or more recoycrie (fig. 4 ) and the ob ery r ' 
estimate of the n umber of turns required for recoyery. 
The number of turns made by the model from the time 
tJle ignal di k is pulled from i ts clamp until rotation 
cease is obtained from the film and compared wi h th e 
observer 's estimate. In all recoveries for wmch film 
reco rds are ob tained the film-record value is used for 
the recorded data. In other case the ob erver ' 
estimate is u cd . The turns can be determined to 
within one-quarter of a turn from the film record. The 
observer's estimate i generally within one turn of the 
yalu e obtained [rom the film record. 
COMPARISON BETWEE AIRPLA E SPIN I G CHA R-
ACTERISTIC A D THE CHARA CTERISTICS OF SCALE 
MODELS I THE T EL 
One of the principal l'ea on for abandonment by th e 
N. A. C. A . of the method o[ dropping model [or pin 
tudy was doubt concerning th e fideli ty with which 
scale models indica ted the pinning behayior of the 
airplane from which they were caled. ' Yhen dynamic 
imilari ty is pre en' ed, the Reynold umber of the 
model is equal to that of the airplan multiplied by 
N l ,,"here N is the cale ratio 0\0, }{2, etc.). Further-
more, it is impracticable to reproduce the airplane in 
exact detail in a cale model. Comparisons between 
results from th e . A . C. A. spinning balance and fllll-
scale flight te t ha ye indicated considerable scale en·ect 
upon aerodynamic characteri tic in pinning attitudes 
(references ,10, and 11 ). T e ts in the Briti h free-
pinning tunnel have al 0 given indications of cale 
efl"ect that must be carefully taken into account in 
interpreting model free- pinning results (references 3 
and 12) . 
In view of the un cer tain ty existing about the reli-
ability of the results of model te t , i t was thought 
highly desirable that tests be made in the N . A. C. A. 
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FIGURE 3.-Portion of a fi lm record of a steady spin. 
r----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
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F,G URE 4.-Portion of a film record of a reco very. 
free- pinning tlmnel with model of airplanes for which 
the full- ale pinning characteri tic are well known. 
uch test hould indicate the accuracy of the model 
re ult and the corrections that hould be made to allow 
for the difference between model and full-scale be-
havior. uch a eries of test was al 0 considered 
advi able a an opportunity to acquire experience in 
operation of the tunnel and to develop the testing 
technique. 
The spinning characteri tics of an XN2Y- 1 and an 
F4B- 2 airplane ha,e been thoroughly studied by the 
. A. C. A. (references 4 and 5). A }{o- cale model of 
the X J2Y - 1 and a }{2- cale model of the F4B- 2 were 
accordingly built and te ted both for behavior ll1 
teady pins and for recovery characteri tic 
MODELS 
The XN2Y- l model.- The }{o-scale model of the 
XN2Y- l i shown in figure 5. A drawing of the I.lir-
plane is in luded in reference 4. The mo 1 1 wa 
FIG UIlE 5.-0ne·tentb-sCll le model of tbe XN2Y- l airplane. 
originally made entirely of balsa wood except for the 
bamboo strut and the silk tis ue paper u ed to cover 
the wing where the wood was removed for lightne . 
Dimen ion were held to ± O.Ol inch. The control 
mechani m was mounted ju t back of the wing cellule. 
The original balsa tail urfaces, which were very thin 
and in ecurely attache 1 to the fusell.lge, were replaced 
by pattern-pine mIace after the first trial of the model 
in the tunnel. The original wing cellule wa u ed for 
the eries of teady- pin te t but wa demolished in a 
crash before recovery test were started. A new wing 
cellule \Va built up with spruce par and bamboo tips 
for added trength. It wa found nece ary to hollow 
out the e wing until they were virtually hell to bring 
the moment of inertia about the fu elage axis to it 
proper value. As a result the tip of ea h wing warped 
outboard of the interplane strut attachment giving 
from }~ O to IOwa hout at the extreme tip. One 
teady-spin te t, as a check, and all the recovery te ts 
were made with this latter wing cellule. 
PRELIMI" ARY TESTS IN 'l'HE N. A. 
The F4B- 2 model.- The X2- cale model of the 
F4B- 2 i shown in figure o. A three-vi w drawino- and 
photograph of the airplanc arc given in reference 5. 
In the construction, dimension were held to ± 0.01 
inch. Th e wing were built lip with pruce pars, rib, 
and trailing-edge piece and were covered with ilk 
ti li e paper. The leadino- portion and the tip were 
bal a. Bamboo trip were inset into the tips to pre-
vent damage from contact wi th the afety netting. 
The lending edo-e were unprotected . The ribs, pars, 
leading portion. , and tip were hollowed Oll t for ligh t-
nes. Th e after portion f the fu elage wa hollowed 
out. The control m chani m \V a mo unted a t the 
cen ter of gra vity, acce to it being provided by a door 
in the ie1e of th iu clage. 
The tail surface were bal a, reinforced with pruce. 
Three interchangeable ets of surfaces were providcd, 
which were h eld to the iu lage by close-fitting hard-
wood dowel . The various tail-surface combination 
arc hown in fi gure 6. They arc designated a the 
F4B 2 surfaces; the F4B- 2 sta bilizer with F4B- 4 fin 
and F4B- 3 rudder (hereinaJter referred to a the 
F4B 4 fin and rudder, as in reference 5); and the 
F4B- 4 fin a nd l'lIdler with the F4B- 2 stabili7.e r se l 
on the fin a t a, heigh t corresponding to 1.54 feet (full-
calc) above i ts normalloca tion. In addition to the e 
co mbina tions, two a lIxiliary f1n simil ar to tho e desig-
nated ,) fin 2 and fin 3 in reference 5 were provided . 
Tlli model WH p rovid ed with movable aileron s ma.de 
l' Hl'cfully to scale not only a reo-a1·d general dinlension 
bll tal 0 a regard the nose hape, the hinge-axis loca -
tion, and the slot between the ail eron and the wing. 
Th e aileron were held in pIa e by copper-wire hinge 
and the neutra l s tting were maintained b ta k-
o-illing the aileron to the wing. 
Dming the co mse of th tests, which inyolvcd 
npproximately 250 pins, i t wa n ce ary to repair the 
wi.ng tips a number of t ime and once to make exten ive 
r('pail's to the entire wing cellule. The lea ding por-
tion and the tip were di figured omewha t through 
co ntact with the afety netting and in making repair . 
It l1 a.s been found impractica llc to maintain do e 
Lo lerances on r pair , 
TE T CONOlTlO NS 
Steady spins.- In addition to the test co ndition 
gi ven in table I for the XN2Y - 1 model, ·teady spin 
wcr ma le wi th l'udcler tting 41°, 1 0 , and 4° with 
the spin, eleva.tor 24° up, wi th bnlla t at the wing tip ; 
und rudder etting 41 ° with the spin, elevator 20 .. 5° 
down, with ballast at tIl e wing t ip. 
.j o72- :W--:! 
. A . FREE-SPINNING WIND T NNEL 7 
(al 
(0) Original surfaces. 
(bl 
tel 
(c) F4B- 1 surfaces and interm ediate stabili zcr . 
F IGU RE 6.-0nc-L \\'clfih-sca lc modcl of thc FIB- 2 airplanc . 
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onn al loading ('orre ponded to th e following 
t rue mass distribu tion value for the X 2Y - 1 air-
plane wh en operatcd nt 6,000 feet altitude: 
\\" cip;h l 
11 
H __ _ 
C __ 
C 0 --
z 
c 
1,762 pOllnd s . 
80 slug-f t.2 
1, 11 4 slug-f l.2 
1,.501 lug-ft. ! 
0.34. 
- 0.02 . 
",berc I I , the m oment of incrtia nbout the X aX IS, 
equfl l to mks 2• 
B, the mom ent of iner tia about the Y a Xl , 
eq ual to mkv2• 
C, the moment of iner tia nhout the Z tH IS, 
cqual to mk/. 
Cu, the center-of-grayity coeffi cien t, thr ratio of 
the dista nce of the cen trr of g ravi ty back 
of the leading edge of the mean aero-
dynll mi c chord to the length of the mean 
aerodynamic chord . 
z, tll e ra t io of the dista nce of the ('enter of 
c 
grayity below the thrust line to tIl e length 
of the m ean aerodynamic chord . 
F or the loading condition designn ted " balla. t 11 t 
tips" a weigh t ('orre pond ing to 1 pounds on tJI C 
airplane ,,-a added to ench lo\\-er win g tip brin gin g 
tIl e t rue mn ss valu es to: 
\\'eighL 
A __ _ 
13 __ _ 
C _ 
Co-
z 
c 
1,79 pound". 
1,012 slug-fl.2 
1, 114 slug-fP 
1,70.') sl ug-ft.2 
0.34 . 
- 0.02. 
] n addition to the test condi tions lis trd in tn hi e 
11 for the F4B- 2 model, tests were mnde \\'i th the 
ruddrl' 30° and 15° wi th the spin, neutral, ond 1.5 ° 
and 30° flga inst the spin for elevator se tting of 2 .:) 0 
up , 15° up, neutral, 15° down, an d 30.5° do \\-n witb 
the norma l+ racl io + raft loa ding and with the F4B- 2 
and F 4B- 4 fin and rudd r com bina tions. In ta ble II 
co nt rol ettings are hased on maximum dcflection of 
the rudder of ± 300, maximum deflection of the eleva-
to r 2 .3° up an d 30.5° do \\-n , and maximum defl ection 
of the ai leron 23 ° up and 16° do\\·n . Thr se tting of thr 
s tab ilizer relativ e to th e thrus t lin c wa s zcro in all ca es. 
The mass di t ribu tion of the model for the specifi ed 
loading condi tions corresponded to the following trur 
ai rplane ma di tributions at a te t altitud of ,.')00 
fret: 
Stripped, F 4B 4 fin and r udder : 
" 'eighl 
i t. __ 
B __ _ 
c __ _ 
( '0- -
z 
c 
2,72 pou nd~. 
1,041 l ug-fP 
I , 76 slug-fP 
2,457 slug-ft.' 
0.34. 
- 0.03. 
Torm ll l+ radio + raft , F4B- 4 fin and l'udder: 
,,'C'ip;hl __ 
. 1. __ _ 
B _ 
(' 
('0 
z 
c 
2,9J5 pound 
1,07 III - fL.! 
1,876 slug- f t.2 
2,4.55 sl ug-fL.2 
0.33. 
_ - 0.03 . 
Carrier o \-crload, F4B- 4 fin and ruddcr: 
\\" C' igh t 
I I. _ 
13 __ _ 
c __ 
('. 
z 
3,334 pounci s . 
1,131 slug-fL.2 
1, 99 lug-fP 
2,426 lug-f!.2 
0.34. 
- 0.03. 
Recoveries .- Th e reco \'e ry test co ndi tion for the 
XN 2Y- l model are given in table III . In all recover y 
te ts the controls were moved harply [lnd imul-
tllneo usly from the origin al to the final etting Ii trd. 
Th e settings specified are based on m aximum rudder 
setting of ± 410 [lnd on maximum elevator settings 
of 24° up and 26. ~ 0 dO\\"n . 
The reCO \T ry tr t condi tion for tIl e F4B- 2 are 
given in tab le IV. The orig inal setting in eac h err e 
during the . teady spin was rudder full with the pin, 
elevator up , ailerons neutra l. In all tc t th e ufface 
wrre moved sha rply and imul taneo ll ly to the setting 
Ii. ted in ta ble IV. 
RESULTS 
Steady spins.- R esul ts of the stelldy spins of the 
XN2Y- l airplane and model are g ivcn in fi gLu'es 7 to 
11. For tho e ca es in wllich di.rect ('om pari ons " -ere 
obt,lined, avera ge va luc of airplane and model re ults 
are given in tah le 1. The full- cale cl nta Kere ta ken 
from a cries of test the 1'e ult of which h ave not 
heen pub lished. The model data were obtained from 
o b erva tion s and film records a deseri bed in th e 
portion of this r epor t dealing ,,-itll the reduction of 
s teady- pin da t ll . All model data a re listed as their 
fu ll-scale eq uiva lents, model va lu cs having been 
t l':msfol'med to the fu ll- cale equiv,ll n ts by the 
rein tionsh ips: 
nldius.lf 
lind radiu N 
where, subscript A refer to the airplane . 
sub crip t j\1 r efers to th e model. 
Re ults of the tead y spins of tIl e F4B- 2 nirplan r 
and model arc g iyen in fi gure 12 to 21. For tho e 
cnses in which direct ('omparison we'r e obtained , 
a\-erage va lu es of airplane and model rr ul t are giycn 
in table n . Tlle full-scale data are taken from r ef-
Crence .5. All model dnta a re listed a their full- cale 
eq uivnlen t . 
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FIGURE IS.-Variation of angle of sideslip with aileron setting. F4D-2. 
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FIGURE 19.-VariaLion of raLe of descent with aileron setting. F4B-2. 
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Recoveries.- Re lilts of comparable recovery te t 
with the XN2Y- l au·plane and model are given in 
table III, in which the full- cale data were obtained 
from a eries of te ts the results of which have not been 
published. The given values are based in the camera 
r ord with the exceptions noted in the table. imilar 
re ults for the F4B- 2 are given in table IV, the fu.ll -scale 
re ul ts of which were taken from reference 5. 
Precision.- The te t condition were held within the 
following limit : 
Control setting ________ _ 
Weight ____________ _ 
Moments of inertia __ 
z 
Co and c--- ----- -
± l W· 
± 1 percent. 
± 5 percent. 
± 1 percent of chord. 
These limits allow for error in measuring value, 
change due to temperature and humidity, and dis-
crepancies permitted becau e of the time required to 
obtain more exact valu . 
The steady-spin data for the models are believed to 
be correct within the following limits: 
Angle of attacL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ± 3°. 
Angle of ide lip ____________ ± l W. 
Ai r speed _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ± 2 percen t . 
R adiu. ___ _____________________ ± lO percent. 
nb/2 V _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ± 3 percent. 
The e limits allow for inaccuracie both in meaSUl'e-
ments and in method of reduction of the data. In 
ca e where un t ady spins were obtained the data and 
limit apply to the mean value of the factor . 
The recovery data for the models are believed to be 
correct within ± X turn. 
The precision of the full-scale results i given 11) 
reference 5. 
The compari on between airplane and model re lUts 
for the F4B- 2 is not clear-cut becau e both airplane 
and model were fairly unsteady in the pin. Th e 
scattering of the data from the £light tests indicates the 
nature of the results. The model re ults do not scatter 
o badly because they repre ent the mean condition in 
a prolonged spin. The following compari on i ba ed 
on rough averages of the large number of full-scale 
points in figmes 12 to 21. 
The model required somewhat greater rudder setting 
with the pin to attain a given angle of attack than did 
the airplane. The model pun with about 5° more 
outward side' lip than did the airplane at a given ano-Ie 
of attack. The llnsteadines , which in some condition 
wa a definite 0 cilla tion , of the pin of both model and 
airplane was most apparent in the angle of ideslip. 
The rate of descent of the model was about the ame 
a that of the airplane at the high end of the angle-of-
attack range. No airplane data at the low angle of 
attack are available but, from Lhe trend of the point 
at high and intermediate angles, the indi~ation are 
that the model rate of de cent was higher at the low 
angle of attack than that of the airplane would be. 
There wa good agreement between the radii of spin 
at the same angle of attack within the limits of the 
data. The values of Qb/211 were of the ame order of 
magni tude for model and airplane. 
For both model and airplane, moving tbe elevator 
down increased the angle of attack but, for a given 
angle of attack, made no definite change in ide lip, 
lightly decrea ed the rate of descent, decreased the 
radius, and increased Qb/21T. 
Both model and airplan e howed very little change in 
characteristic of the spin, except ideslip, with aileron 
COMPARISON BET WEE AIRPLANE AND MODEL RESULTS m.ovement when the tabilizer wa at an intermediate 
Steady spins.- The X J2Y- l model requires a some- heigh t on the fin. Both model and airplane required 
what greater rudder setting with the pin to r..ttain a from go to 15° more outward ide lip for spinning 
given angle of attack than did the airplane. The model eq uilibrium with ailero ns against the pin than with 
pun with about go more outward ide lip than did ailerons "rj th the pin for the stabilizer both on the fin 
the airplane at a given angle of attack throughout the and in it normal location. 
angle-of-attack range. The model's rate of de cent With the tabilizer in its normal location both model 
w" ( caled to full- cale equivalent) was almo t the and airplane pun at lower angles of attack when the 
ame as that of the airplane at high angles of attack, ailerons were with the spin than when they were 
but was about 10 percent greater at low angles. The neutral or again t the spin. The chano-e in angle of 
model spin radiu wa omewhat horter than that of attack was much greater, however, for the model than 
the airplane at all angle of attack but the differen e for the airplane for both loadings tested. A imilar, 
was more pronouneed at the lower angles. The value and related, discrepancy is apparent in the compaJ·ison 
of Qb/217 for the model wa in good agreement with of effect of aileron setting on rate of descent; the rate 
that for the airplane throughout the angle-of-attack of de cent increa ed more rapidly with aileron ettino-
raoo-e. ao-ain t the pin for the model than for the airplane. 
For both nlOdel and airplane, deDecting the elevator The variation of radiu and Qb/217 with aileron etting 
down decrea cd the angle of attack but, for a giYen for the carrier-overload condition wa consi tent with 
ano-le of attack, re ulted in more outward ideslip, a the variation of the other characteri tic. With th 
lower rate of descent, a smaller radius, and a greater normal + raclio + raft loading the radius and Qb/217 
value of Qb/217. I for the airplane varied in a manner oppo ite to what 
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would be expected from the angle-of-attack variation 
\\,hen the ailerons wore changed from nell tral to with 
the spin . The model values of the e characteri tics 
varied consistently with the variations of the other 
factors, giving a marked discrepancy with the airplane 
data. 
Recoveries. - Th e turns req uired for recovery by tbe 
XN2Y- l model were between the nllmber required for 
the airplane in a righ L pin and those req uired in a 
left spin for cases in which the eleyator was lip during 
the steady spin. ,\'hen the elevator was down in the 
steady spin, the recovery required a bou t twice as 
many turns when the rudder was reverse 1 [or the 
Jllod el as for the airpl ane, and no recovery was ob-
tained with thc model ,,'!ten th e control were n cu-
Lralized as compared with four or fiv e tu rn for reco\'-
ery in the ca e of the a irplane. Placing ballast at the 
wing tips increased tbe number of turns necessary for 
recoyery for both airplane and model. 
The F4B- 2 model 1'ecoyc1'Y tests indicated that the 
F4B- 2 fin and rudder combination was much less effec-
tiYe in bringing about recovery when the rudder wa 
reversed than was the F4B 4 fin and rudder combina-
t ion and tha t no reco\'ery would be efrected jf the ele-
vato r were put clown at the same timc. In the tlir-
plan e tests , recovery required about one t urn mor 
wi th the F4B 2 surfaces with the cleva tor down than 
with the F4B- 4 surfaces, and rccoyery co uld be accom-
plished in less than three turns with either et of sur-
fa ces, ,Yhen the F4B- 2 urfaces were neutralized in 
the spin, the model in no case recovered . The air-
plane reco \'ered from left pins bu t not from righ t 
spins \\ ith this control 1l10vemen t. 
The airplane was in som case slow in rrcovcring 
from left spin bu t recovered satisfactorily from right 
spins with the F4B- 4 urfaces and the normal 
+ radio+ raft and calTier-overload loadings. The model 
reco,'ered satisfactorily under the same condition in 
all ca e tried. R e overies were slow and unc rtain 
for all case of neutr;llization of the model controls, 
and also for the airplane in right spins; but recoye ry 
was generally definite in left spins. Both model and 
airplane were sligh tly improyed in recoycry char-
acteristics by the addition of auxiliary fin 2. The 
airplane showed grell tel' improvement in recovery 
characteris tics when the sta bilizer was rai cd to an 
in te rm ediate position on the fin than did tIle model. 
Increasing the loading increased sligh tly, in general , 
the number of turns for rCCOW'l-Y of bo th model and 
airplane. 
In the considera tion of the results from model test 
certain fairly obyiou fact must be borne in mind. A 
cale model cannot be expected to check full-scale 
spinning characteristics more closely than the agr e-
ment between right- and left-hand spins of a ym-
metrically rigged airplane with the propeller locked. 
N either can they be expected to ch eck fu ll-scale 
characteristic more closely than the check between 
two airplane built from the same se t of drawings. 
The most that can be expected is a positive indication 
as to whether the airplane will be definitely slow to 
recoyer or m: ~()l1trollabl e in the pin, will be a bordm-
line case with the pos ibili ty of uncontrollabl pins with 
light change in loading or rigging, or will recover 
qu ickly under all probable condition of loading t1l1d 
n ggll1g. 
From the tables and flgures included herein i t i 
evident that the XN2Y- l and F4B-2 model gave good 
a pproximn,tion to the spinning behavior of the 1'e pec-
Li\'e airpl anes. There are certa in consistent difrerences 
between the model and the airplane teady- pinning 
characteri stics that a rc in n,greement with indication 
[rom other ource (re[erence 3, 10, 11 , and 12) ttncL 
that had, in part at lea t, been pecifica JIy predicted in 
reference 11. There is one marked discrepancy be-
tween model and airpl ane results-i. e., in the efTect of 
the ailerons on the spin of the F4B- 2 with the F4B-4 
surfaces. In thi case, however , the full-scale charac-
teri tics seem incon i ten t among them elve. D e pite 
the differences in a ttittlde between the model and air-
plane spins, the model would apparently spin with any 
control setting that wOlild produce a pin on the air-
plane with the possible exception of one or two ca es 
where fu ll-scale pin ,,'ere obtained only after repeated 
attempts with complicated control movement. 
The agreemen t between model and airplane 1'eCo \'ery 
characteristic i better than for the s teady pins, The 
XN2Y- l mod el recoyered positively, but not quickly , 
with reversal of the rudler as did the airpl ane. The 
model , however , indicated recovery to be slowe t from 
spins with the elevator down. For the airplane thi 
behavior was true of left spin , but the oppo ite wa 
true of right pin. The model could not be cOllnted 
on to recoyer with control neutral and recovery wa 
lo\\' in any eyen t. The ame wa true in a general way 
of the airplan e. 
The recovery characteristics of the F4B- 2 model 
with the F4B- 2 fin and rudder were very poor, re-
covelT not being possible with simultaneous rever al 
of bo th rudder and elevator although it cou ld be 
effected by rever al of the rudder firs t and the ele-
\~ator afterward . The indications from the model 
behayior arf' th at relatively inexperienced pilot or 
pilots trained to make 1'ecoverie in a standard man-
ner (i. e., by holding the elevator full lip and the rud-
der full wi th the pin during the teady pin followed 
by imultaneo us and quick reversal of both control ) 
would have difficulty with pins and uch wa ap-
parently the cn e when the airplane wa placed in 
serVlce. The model indicated decidedly poorer 1'e-
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cov ry ch aracteri tics with the e urface than did the 
F4B- 2 airplane te ted at Langley Field. The model 
recovered satisfactorily with all the other tail combina-
tion when the rudder wa reversed. Model recoverie 
were, in o-eneral, more positi e ""i.th the e latter tail 
combinations than recoveries with the airplane. 
The model definitely would not recover when 
control were neutralized with the F4B- 2 urface. 
Recoverie were slow and uncertain with the airplane. 
vVlten the controls were neutralized with the F4B-4 
fin and rudder, recoverie were slow and uncertain for 
both model and airplane. 
Although the results of the tests with the two bi-
plane model report d herein are very encouraging, 
the test are not ufficiently general to warrant defmite 
onclu ions. Both model have quite similar general 
arrangements. An additional erie of comparison 
imilar to those reported hould be mad with at 
leas t one dis imilar arrangement, preferably a mono-
plane. Only experience with a large number of models 
will give a true indication of the reliability of the 
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TABLE I 
COMP ARI ON OF AIRPLANE A D MODEL DATA 
STEADY 'PI JS FOR THE XN2Y-l 
lA, airplaoe; III, modell 
Control seiling a fJ w" R adius flb/2V 
Loading condition 
Aileron Rudder Elevator A 1\1 A 1\1 A 1\1 A i\I A i\I 
------
------------
---
TormaL _____ ._. ____ NeutraL _ .. 41 ° WiLh ______ . Up ._ _._.___ 60.5 
Do __________ . ____ . _ do ._. ___ 18° witll ________ ._do _. _ _ 1i7. 4 
Do ______ .. __ .. ___ . _ do ______ 4° wiLh __ . _____ ._._ do _____ ._ 45.7 
Do ______________ _ ._ . _c10_. ______ _ 41° witb _______ Down ______ _ 51. 3 
Ballast at tips. __ . ________ do_ . _____ 8° with __ ______ Up.__________ _ 43.0 
ft ./8ec. fl./8ee. ft. ft . 
5 13. 4 0 7 .2 I. 1.6 1. 9 0. 620 0.562 
53 9.7 -5.7 79. 0 85.6 2.2 2.4 .551 .523 
38 .7 -10.1 5.8 101 4.0 5.1 .449 . 392 
56 2.0 -6.7 81. 3 77.5 2.2 1.6 . 575 .66l 
39 • 3. 9 -11.1 .5 98.0 4.7 4.9 . 416 .419 
• Tbis value is believed by Bight inves tigators to be Questionable. 
1 
Loading condition 
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TABLE II 
COMPARISON OF AIRPLA I E AND MODEL DATA 
STEA DY SPI N FOR THE F4B 2 
[.\ , sirCJ la no; M , model] 
C nlrol setting a 
Tail combination 
Aileron Hudder A .:If A .\1 A 
Hadius 
A 
---
---
----
Srripped ... . 
~'rorrnal+radio+raft 
Do ... ... 
D o .. 
Do ........ 
Do ....... 
Do . 
Do ... 
Do .. 
Do .. 
Do .. 
Do . 
Do ... 
Carrier o\'erload . 
Do ... 
Do ... 
Do ... 
0 -1 .... .. Neutral \\·i th ..... t.:p .' 44.5 4i -I. -6.2 
B- 2. 
... do .... ..do ... .. do. 52.6 46 - I. - 7 .. 1 
O~ d o .. ... do ... KeutraL .: Xeutmi. . 44.2 39 - 1.7 - 11.0 ... do ....... \\'ith .... L' p ..... 45.3 46 -2.0 - 7.3 
.. do ... do .... ... do ....... ~" down 53. i 55 - 4.6 -6.5 
.... do .. 
-----.--
... \\,ith .. .. do .. L' p 4i. l 3 7.9 -2.8 
.... do .. 
--------------
% against .. do. .. clo~~ ... 50. I 50 -7,1 - 12.8 
.. do N"eutral .. clo ... .. do . 49.3 46 -3.2 -7. :3 1 nlermed'ialii 's'ta'bili~e~ ~ 
.. do ... ..do .. clo 4 .9 46 -.:1 -5.2 
do .. do ... ... do .. DolI'o .: 47.3 49 -2.1 
- 7.9 
.... do Agai ns l .. do ... Up . 50.5 48 - 4. ~ 
-9.2 
.... do W ith .. ... do ... ..clo ... 50.6 47 !:~ . 1 Il-l + fin 2 .. Neutral. ... do ..... ..clo .... 48.9 43 -8 .. J 
0 -4 fin . 
-.--
..d o ... .. d o .... do .... 45.3 47 0 -6.3 
do A gainst .. do .... do . 4i. i 49 -2.1 
- 10.2 
. do W ith .. d o .. clo ... 42.2 39 6.6 - I. 2 
B- 4+ fin 3 Xeu trs!..: .. do . do 46. 4 47 .2 -5.3 
TABLE III 
CO MPARISON OF AIRPLA~E A I D i\IODEL DATA 
RECOVERJE' FOR THE XN2Y- l 
11 ./8ec. II. /src. II. II. 
III liS 3.9 3. 
10i 11 3. I 1.1 
114 12(l 3. 0 U 115 119 3. 5 
95.5 102 I.P 1.7 
107 136 2.8 5 . .. 
105 114 3.0 q 109 119 3.4 107 119 4. G 3. 
103 110 3.7 2. I 
106 11 '; 4. 5 3.8 
109 119 4.0 3 7 
110 124 3.7 '1.1 
123 126 3. I 2.9 
124 124 2.9 2.9 
129 142 3.0 4.2 
114 130 3.8 3.2 
Origi na l setting Fina l set tin g Turns required for recovery 
Loading condition 
N'ormaL _ 
Do. 
Do ... 
Do.... . 
Ba llast at lips. 
Do .... 
Rudder 
\\'ith 
.. do 
.... do 
.. do 
· .. do 
· . clo 
Elevator Rudder 
Up .. . Neutra L 
.... do .. . Aga ins t 
Down NeutraL 
..... do ... . AgainRL _ 
Up ..... . l\eutral 
..... do .. .. Aga insL_ 
Ele"ator .\ il'planc, right Airplane, left 
Neu traL 6." 6," 3' 2 3, 212, 3 
DOWIL 3,3,3 ' :' .. I%" 13", Ie ..... 
Neu traL ~ 5, 5', . 3Yi .. 5, 4, 434 _____ Do wo _ 2~ , 2~. , 2~' .. J3;f, 21.1 1 21" ___ 
Neutra l 8," 9," ga_ 41 2,3 12,5'2 
----Down 4'1, H~, 41;_ .)3 1 ~4 ' 23,,_ - . 4, 
" 1\0 reco\'ery in turns indicated . In the case of the model the spin was stopped by enoounter with the sa fet y net. 
b Obsen'er's estimate. 
TABLE I \' 
C01\IPARI ON OF ATRPLANE AND i\IODEL DATA 
RECOI'ERIE' FOR THE F4B- 2 
Model 
3 12,a412,5. 
2 ' 2, 2~,. 
13,<100,"00. 0 
4, " 3. 4. 
6.' 6, 6. 
3. 3. 
flb /2 I ' 
A 
-- ---
0.3i6 0.356 
. 404 .360 
. 449 . 428 
.373 . 360 
.563 .530 
.439 .305 
.436 .376 
.305 . 360 
. 401 .3GO 
.520 .495 
.392 .357 
. '11 8 .358 
. 3'l3 .353 
.371 . 3~3 
.370 .378 
. :l72 .322 
.373 .355 
_
_____ C_'o_n_l_r_o_1 _se_l_lI_' ll_g _______ 
I
. ______ Turns reqlli'cd fol' I'eco" cl' ), I Tail co mbina-
Lion 
______ Aileron Ruddcr Elo"ator .\irpla no, r igh t Ail'pla_l_lC_,_I_ef_l __ I ___ lI_ rodcl __ 
Loading cond ilion 
81rippecl ... 
D o .... . 
D o ..... . 
D o ..... .. 
Do .... . 
D o .. 
Do 
no .. 
Do ... 
Do .. 
Do ..... .. 
Do .. . 
D o ... .. 
Do... . .... 
X ol'lllal + rad io+ ra ft . 
Do .. 
Do ..... 
Do .... . 
D o .... . 
D o .. . 
Do. 
D o. .. . 
Carrier o,'erlond 
D o ... .. 
D o ... .. 
D o .. . 
Do .. . 
Do .... . 
)) 0 .. 
Do ... 
D o .. 
Do ...... .. 
Do ........ . 
Do ..... .. 
Do ....... . 
Do ....... .. 
Do ... 
D o ... 
13 2 nn 
do .... 
do. 
do 
B-1 fin 
.. do ... . 
... do .. .. 
· do. 
13-1 + fiu 2 
· do .. 
11-4+fi n 3 
do ... 
do ... . 
do ... . 
13 - 1 fi n ... . 
.. do ... . 
.. do ... . 
. do .... " 
I nter. s tab .. . 
do ... 
d o 
<10 
13- 2 fin 
do 
do 
clo 
B- 1 nn .. 
.. do .. . 
do .. . 
. .. do .. .. 
B-I+fi n 2 
... do .... . 
do .. .. 
do 
13· 4+fi n 3 .... 
do ... 
do 
do ... ' 
Neut raL 
.. do .... 
..do. 
... do .. __ 
.. do ... . 
... do ... . 
..do . .. . 
do ... . 
... do .. .. 
.... do ... . 
.... do ... . 
.... do ... . 
... do ... . 
.... do 
. ... do 
. ... do 
.... do .... 
.... do 
.. .. do 
...do ... 
.... do 
... do 
... do 
... do .. 
... d o 
.... do .. 
.... do 
. .. d o. 
.... do .... 
Aga in<;L __ _ 
.... do . 
. ... do . 
A~eu1ra '- _ 
.\ ga insl. .. 
.. .. do __ .... 
. . do 
Xcutral 
.\ gai nst 
?\ eutral _ 
.\ gainsl. .. . 
. ... do .. . 
do 
i'\elltraL _ 
.\ gainsl. . 
.. do .. 
.. do ... 
Neutrnl _ 
Again st 
clo ... 
do 
0:eutraL 
A gai nst 
do 
do . 
1\eutral. 
.\ gai nst 
rio 
.. .. do .... 
____ do NeutraL _ 
.... do . Agai nst.. 
.. .. do.... .. .. do .... . 
.... do..... ...do ..... . 
... do ...... NeutraL .. 
.... . clo ....... ,\gainsl. .. .. 
..... do ............ do ...... . 
... do .... (10 
___ do __ NeutraL 
D owo __ 
i'\'eutraL _ 
Up ... 
;-':eutraL .. 
Oown 
l\eu tra I. 
l 'p 
l\eulral 
Down 
1\cutral 
Oown 
Xcutml 
Cp .... 
:":eutrnl 
I)own 
:":eu1r1:1 1 
L'p 
NcutraL _ 
Down __ 
Neutral _ 
Up 
Neutral 
Down 
l\eutra l 
L' p .... 
l'\feu tra l _ 
Down 
Neutral 
Up .... 
;-{eulral 
Dowo _ 
Neutral _ 
Up .... 
N'eutral 
DO\\' IL __ _ 
NeulraL .... 
VI' .. 
~etltr:lL __ _ 
10,0 12, " 7 a _, 
l ~/, ]1 2 __ . 
1!1, IX ... . 
1%.1' , ..... . 
4%,.6".... . ... .. 
~3 . ............. . 
11«::::: .... ·· .. . 
6" 
":\"o recovery in turns gil·en. In the case of t he model tbe spin was stopped by encoun ter with lbe safety nel. 
,; ,0 6, a co.a 
6, 0 ' ,31/2 . 
2," 2,0 212. 
2, 112,211 . 
1\1. 1' 2. 1)1. 
1)1, I. " 
5." 
1)1 . 
1.1. 
I , I. 
2. 2)4. a 
1)1 , I. 
1)1, I, 1. 
1)1 . 
3, 7." 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and llloments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocitie. 
Force 
(parallel 
Sym- to axis) Designation bol symbol 
LongitudinaL __ X X LateraL _______ Y Y N ormaL _______ Z Z 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
L M C=- 0 =-
I qbS '" ticS 
(rolling) (pitching) 
Designation 
Rolling _____ 
Pitching ____ 
yawing _____ 
N 
G"-qbS 
(yawing) 
Sym-
bol 
L 
M 
N 
Linear 
Positive Designa- Sym- (compo-
direction tion bol nent along Angular 
axis) 
Y--+Z Roll ______ q. II P 
Z--+X Pitch ____ 8 , q 
X--+Y yaw _____ f to r 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), O. (Indicate surface by proper subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D, 
p, 
p/D, 
V', 
V" 
T, 
Q, 
Diameter 
Geometric pitch 
Pitch ratio 
Inflow velocity 
Slipstream velocity 
Thrust, absolute coefficient GT = ~Di pn 
Torque, absolute coefficient GQ "", ~nr. pnl.F 
P, 
G., 
7], 
n, 
Power, absolute coefficient Gp =- ~nr. pnl.F 
Speed-power coefficient = 4 ~~: 
Efficiency 
Revolutions per second, r.p.s. 
Effective helix angle = tan-1 (2';:) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp. = 76.04 kg-m/s = 550 ft-Ib./sec. 
1 metric horsepower = 1.0132 hp. 
1 m.p.h. =0.4470 m.p.s. 
1 m.p.s. = 2.2369 m.p.h 
1 lb. = 0.4536 kg. 
1 kg=2.2046 lb. 
1 mi. = 1,609.35 m=5,280 ft. 
1 m=3.2808 ft. 
